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Figs. 12-15 - Hexalithus magharemis n. sp. 12, 13) Beeri-1 well, depth 3151m (Up. Lias); 

No. N-976 LM, (12) ordinary light; (13) polarized light, X 3100. 14, 15) Holotype; Gebel 

Maghara outcrop, Up. Daya Fm.; No. N-133; LM, (14) ordinary light; (15) polarized light, 
X 2750. 

Description: 

Hexalith, more or less hexagonal in shape, composed of six distinct triangular 

clements. Towards the margins, the corners of these triangles are obliquely 

truncated. This form, which was observed in L.M., only, shows in polarized 

light that each of the elements has its own optical orientation. 

Dimensions: Diameter 8- 9 p.m. 

Remarks: 

In some of H. magharensis corroded specimens, the outlines are somewhat similar 

to Hexalithus lecali GARDET, 1955 (p. 522, fig. 67a, b) but they differ from 

it by having six separate elements, whereas in H. lecali some of the elements 

are welded together. Another, somewhat similar form, is H. hexalithus NoEL, 

1956 (p. 328, pl. 5, figs. 39-40) from the Portlandian of Algeria, but this 

species is much smaller ( 4 microns), the elements have rounded margins instead 

of truncated ones. Furthermore, in polarized light the coupled opposite elements 

of H. hexalithus have the same optical orientation. 

Type level: 

Bajocian-Bathonian. 

Type locality: 

Israel. This species occurs in the Gebel Maghara outcrop, in the Lower Sherif 

and Upper Daya Formations. Although not frequent, it is typical of the 
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H. magharensis Zone. Its last occurrence was noted at the base of S. speciosum 
Zone in this area. H. magharensis was recovered also in the Coastal Plain at 
the Beeri-1 well (depth 3151 m, - Upper Lias - Mayne, 1966). 
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